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ABSTRACT 

The ‘Combinatorial chemistry’ means the systemic & repetitive co-valent connection for benefit of various building 

blocks of different array of divergent molecular structures. It is reconsidered, the way by which pharmaceuticals, 

other chemicals and materials are discovered and developed by this novel technique. It is useful for several potential 

molecules that could concurrently produce a huge number of libraries of compounds. In CADD, combinatorial 

chemistry is particularly prevalent (‘Computer aided drug design’) which will be carried out networked using 

online-based technologies based on Mol inspiration. Traditionally, chemists have created one compound at a time. It 

provides faster, cheap and more extensive utilization of novel drug targets. Nowadays, these technologies are 

commonly implemented in combination with other for discovery projects. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Combinatorial chemistry is systematic and recurring covalent bonding of various chemical entities. The lead finding 

and development process in the pharmaceutical business has been merged with combinatorial chem. coupled with 

HTS and computational approaches. A huge number of various but frequently structurally related compounds or 

materials are rapidly synthesized in combinatorial chemistry. In a ‘combinatorial preparations’, the various number 

of compounds formed increases aggressively as more chemical reactions are performed. 2n molecules can be created 

in n chemical steps during a binary light-directed synthesis. The ‘Combinatorial chemistry’ is frequently used in 

‘CADD’ and can be performed online using web-based use like Particle. In 1927 the basic ‘combinatorial chemistry’ 

prototype was first investigated by Eddington. This is a technique for regularly combining vast numbers of small 

molecule chemical building blocks together to make all possible combinations according to a specified chemical 

reaction arrangement. It gives Libraries which consists information of million numbers of molecules within short 

period of time, for which scientists requires many years to investigate. 

Preparations of molecules by this way can rapidly lead to enormous particles. Researchers frequently develop a 

"virtual library," a computer tool, to pick-up the enormous number of structural options. Listing all potential 

structures with all available data reactants. These "virtual" compounds can number in the thousands to millions in 

library. Based on a variety of factors, the investigator will choose a portion of the "virtual library" for actual 



synthesis. One of the key new fields in chemistry is combinatorial chemistry created by experts in research to fasten 

the process. The expenses related to creating innovative drugs that are both effective and affordable. By quickening 

chemical preparations, this approach is having a significant impact on the discovery of new drugs. This powerful 

technology has started to help pharmaceutical companies to search new drug candidates quickly, save more money 

in preclinical development and finally change their fundamental approach to  ‘drug discovery’.  

History 

Key milestones of Drug Discovery 

 

Year  Class Contributors  Development. 

1963  P Merrifield Synthesis- ‘Solid-phase peptide’ 

1970  SM Leznoff Synthesis- Early non-peptide solid-phase 

1984  P Geysen Parallel synthesis- Multipins 

1985  P Houghten ‘Teabags’ 

1988  P  Furka Mix-and-split Preparation 

1991  

 

 

P Fodor parallel synthesis (Light-directed spatially addressable) 

P  Houghten  Mixtures Screening 

P  Lam one bead, one peptide (On-bead screening) 

1992  P Houghten et.al. Positional scanning 

SM  

 

Ellman synthesis of Benzodiazepines (Solid-phase) 

1993 SM  

 

De Witt Diversomers (parallel solid-phase 

synthesis on resin) 

1994  SM Smith ‘Indexed library’ 

1995  P Deprez ‘Orthogonal libraries’ 

1996  P Ni ‘Secondary amine’ tags for encoding 

SM  

 

Curran For reagents and Substrates (Fluoroscans tags) 

SM  Cheng, Boger Preparations of mixtures by solution chemistry 

1997  SM Lipinski Design: developability 

1999  

 

 

SM 

 

Ley 

 

 

Multistep solution (preparation by supported reagents) 

 

1. PRINCIPLE OF ‘COMBINATORIAL CHEMISTRY’ 

Fundamental concept for the investigations is the ability to produce enormous compounds, followed by extraction 

additional molecules from them. This is a technique by which separate molecules with high structural dimensions 

can be created in a less time and further for pharmacological study. Investigator can gather numerous numbers of 

compounds; quickly implement the idea of this technique is very important. Basic concept of this research consists 

of  

• At one time formation of many compounds 

• Effective substance by ‘high throughput-screening’ 

2. COMBINATORIAL CHEMISTRY APPROACH  
Combinatorial chemistry covers many ideas for the quick preparations of large, systemic collections of molecules 

called library. After collection it is screened for the biological activity. At last, most potent compound is point out 

and mass-produced as a single compound. So it has two stages: 

1. Making a ‘combinatorial library’ 

2. Searching the ‘potent compound’ 

Screening mixtures for ‘biological activity’ is very tough. However in the past, chemists are successful in 

preparation of one compound at once.  

For example compound A will reacted with compound B to give product AB, which will have been isolated after 

reaction work up and crystallization, distillation or chromatography. Besides to conventional point of view, It gives 

the potential to make every, combination of compound ‘A1 to An and with compound ‘B1 to Bn  



 
Fig. 1: Orthodox synthesis Vs Combinatorial synthesis. 

Various methods can be used for the manufacture of compounds; they can be prepared by individually in parallel or 

by many mixtures using solid phase technology or by utilizing solutions. It was found that productivity levels have 

been greatly increased beyond what has been typical in the last century. It is a technology that is used to create 

molecules and test them quickly for desirable properties. This field of research is expanding rapidly, and new 

applications are being developed all the time. Many researchers has concluded that this technique is good 

technology to investigate new molecules, catalysts and substances than using one drug at one time discovery 

process.  

3. TYPES OF COMBINATORIAL LIBRARIES’  
 The ‘Scaffold-based’ Libraries: collection is based on original molecular Scaffold 

‘Ex: Residue is composed of three Amino acids & Amino Benzophenone.’  

   The ‘Backbone-based’ Library’  

Ex: Nucleic acid  

  02 techniques for generation of libraries are focused libraries & random libraries.’ 

6. COMBINATORIAL CHEMISTRY-METHODS 

6.1 ‘Solid Phase Technique:  
‘The reactants is attached to a polymeric surface and developed at the same time attached. Finally the product is 

moved to the end of the preparation.’  

6.1.1 Requirements  
• For solid support resin beads are used. 

• The ‘anchor or linker.’  

• ‘Bond linking’ the substrate to the ‘linker.’ 

• Able to remain stable at the reaction conditions used in the preparation. 

• Indicate splitting the product from, the linker at the end.  

• Protecting groups used for ‘functional groups’ which are not taking part in the preparation. 

6.1.2 Solid phase tool  
• Beads must remain stable & it should swell in the solvent. 

• In the interior of the bead maximum reactions takes place. 

6.1.3 Anchor or linker  

 The bond which links a molecule to a solid support 

 Enables linking of reactant 

 Link should easily cleaved & release final compound, remain stable to the reaction conditions in preparation 

E.g. Merifield resin, Tritylchloride resin, Wang resin, Hydroxymethyl resin. 

Amines 

E.g. Boc group using t-butoxy carbonyl group 

Fmoc group using g-fluorenyl methoxy carbonyl group. 

Carboxylic acids 

E.g. Tertiary butyl ester group 

Fmster group 

Tmester group 

6.1.4 Advantages  
• Minimum requirements of reaction vessels.   

• Generation of large quantities of libraries within few minutes. 



Disadvantages 

• Complex mixtures are formed. 

• Deconvolution is required 

• Large quantity of resin beads is required 

• Synergistic effects may be observed during screening, leading to false positives. 

6.2 Parallel Synthesis  

6.2.1 Parallel Synthetic method  
• In this method, in separate vessel, each starting material is required with each building block separately.  

• At end of reaction, product is split into ‘n’ portions before it is reacted with ‘n’ new building blocks.   

• Useful for creating a variety of referents for drug optimization and Structure Activity Relationship  

6.2.2 Tea bag (Houghton’s) Method   
• Every tea bag contain bead.  

• Separate reaction is performed in each tea bag  

• Combination of tea bags aimed at exertion up procedure and for common reaction.  

• Within each teabag a single product is prepared. 

• In different teabags various products are formed  

• For many labs it is cheap and accessible. ,    

6.2.3 Automated parallel synthesis  
• ‘Automated preparations’ are available with 42, 96 or 144 reaction vessels or wells.  

 ‘For solid phase support’ use beads or pins 

• Automatically responses and effort are carried out  

• Different reagents are used for same synthetic route. 

• In each vessel diverse products formed. 

6.3 Mixed Combinatorial Preparations  
• By means of a standard synthetic route, to yield an enormous variability of different counterpart where every 

reaction vessel or tube contains a mixture of products.  

• The characteristics of the structures, in each vessel are not known by conviction.  

• Valuable for searching novel lead compound.  

6.3.1 The Mix and Split Method  
Ex: Preparations of five amino acids are used to prepare possible dipeptide.  

The method involves 25 separate syntheses.  

6.4 Solution phase synthesis  
    This assess usually in the 96-well plate design, it is used in mass transmission for maximum drug innovation 

programs. There are various solution stage tests are obtainable.  

6.4.1 Combination of on Bead and Solution Phase Screening Assay  
 It might be beneficial to combine solution part assays with on bead assays to monitor a exact object. Positive beads 

isolated by this method are more expected to be true positives Eg. The compound beads are split in to 1000 beads 

per well and a portion of the compound on each bead is free into the solution for biological testing.  

6.5.1 The Multipin Method: In parallel procedures an collection of diverse substances are concurrently prepared.  

Geysen et al and his associates circulated the first case of parallel synthesis. They have a chain of peptides epitopes 

in an apparatus prepared for this drive. The multipin apparatus had a chunk of wells aiding as reaction vessels and 

cover plate with mounted polyethylene rods fitting into well.  

6.5.2 One bead one compound technique: In this method for each possible structure a precise amount of beads is 

allotted in the library; those beads contain only molecules of the certain library member.  

6.5.3 Iterative deconvolution: It is used when combinatorial chemistry was ongoing. Each group has beads bearing 

a diversity of compounds, but a given structure only looks in one of the groups.  

6.5.4 Subtractive deconvolution: This is mainly valuable for ‘QSAR-type studies’ in which, a cl group is situated 

at numerous positions on a phenyl ring.  

6.5.5 Detection by Bogus-coin: This begins with producing & screening the whole library as a single mixture.  

6.5.6 Orthogonal pooling: It specifies vertical/uncorrelated. In this type of assembling, we allot the functional 

groups to be measured into sets of libraries like A, B, C etc., which can contain mixtures of the similar compounds.  

7. IMPORTANCE OF COMBINATORIAL CHEMISTRY IN DRUG DISCOVERY 

 This technique is used for formation of large number of biologically potent design and their mixtures, also quickly 

transmit them for desirable properties. 

 It reduces time and it is cheaper method. 

 Drug can easily present in very less time for clinical trials due to this methodology  



 Development of newer molecule is very crucial and difficult job in pharmaceuticals. 

 In medical field there always need newer chemical entities with divergent pharmacophoric stuff 

 New drugs should cure diseases and should be non-toxic in nature 

 Newer compound should not become ineffective to resistant strains of microorganisms. 

 Combinatorial chemistry have bestow to life processes and attempt to increase the quality of life and also 

development of society. 

8. CHALLENGES IN COMBINATORIAL CHEMISTRY 
 To design and toning a target with the diversity-producing chemical, scheme-including the choice to produce 

independently or as a combination. 

 To Comfort that the preferred choice of molecule is manufactured. 

 To Judge which compound is active within combinations that test “active”-deconvolution of the mixture. 

 Manufacturing strong outline for fastening the produced molecule in the incident of solid-phase preparation. 

 To manage the data concerning to the production and analyses. 

9. FUTURE SCOPE OF ‘COMBINATORIAL CHEMISTRY’  

 In the last two decades it has observed an blast in the investigation and acquisition of Combinatorial techniques 

 Pharmaceutical chemist’s belief that this methodology will allow the productive and cost-efficient origination of 

compounds as well as drug molecules. 

 It is becoming an ideal part  of medicinal chemists instrument 

 It will make major effect on the path drug molecules discovery. 

10. CONCLUSION  

 Many Pharmaceutical/Biotechnology companies have the target to design and form highly varied molecular 

libraries to be screened on selected targets.  

 This technique has major impact on identification of new ideas 

  Many compounds have progressed into clinical trials 

 These techniques are used in diagnostics, catalysis, down-stream processing etc. 
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